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Pricing challenges
facing Maine's
utility regulators
Decisions concerning the pricing ofpublic utilities are
rarely made without controversy. Electric utilities have
garnered the lion's share of the allention in recent months
because of the rising costlO consumers of elecmclly,
despite surplus generating capacity and reuuively cheap
power available on the open market. But other regulated
utilities -- natural gas, telecommunications, and water -also face important pricing issues in the months ahead.
The PURE '94 Conference, sponsored by the Smith Policy
Center's Project for the Study of Public Regulation and the
Environment, explored several of these issues earlier this
year. An important Maine perspective on pricing issues
was provided by the chairman of the state's Public
Utilities Commission, Thomas L. Welch. Welch, who
succeeded Kenneth Gordon as PUC chair in 1993,
cautioned against making public policy decisions that .
invest too heavily in narrow assumptions about what might
happen in the future. Among other things, he underscored
the importance ofpublic acceptance of new poliCieS if
those policies are lO be effective.

Thomas L. Welch, Chairman
Maine Public Utilities Commission

Introduction
There is an old Chinese curse that condemns the
victim to "live in interesting times. " These are interesting

times, and I suspect that all of us will be judged by how
well, and with what degree of foresight, we can turn our
shared curse into an opportunity.
I have been asked to address the Maine perspective
on the direction of regulatory policy. There is a certain
irony in this request, because most of you have been
involved in utility issues in Maine for longer than I.
Nevertheless, I hope you will find some value in the
perspective of a former outsider turned enthusiastic
insider.
Virtually all the parties who come before the Maine
Public Utilities Commission (PUC) pay homage to the
principle that prices for utility services in Maine should
enhance, or at least not harm, the economic health of
the state. Most parties also recognize that sound pricing
policy is especially important now, because economic
rivalry between Maine and its neighboring states is
increasing, and Maine's industrial, commercial and

residential customers are responding to the new opportunities opened by competition.
As countless religious wars have shown, however,
agreement about the name of the deity is no guarantee
of agreement on all points of doctrine. Any attempt to
achieve sound pricing policy in Maine must do more
than wave the banner of textbook theory. The process
of regulating prices of utilities is itself a product, a product that must satisfy customers in its own particular
geographic, historical and political markets.

The challenges facing Maine's
regulatory process
There are, of course, significant obstacles to establishing price levels that achieve a sustainable balance
among Maine's competing constituencies. Two significant public policy choices made in the past decade are
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